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Your Vision is Our Reality
Like most artists, we are proud of everything, we’ve ever made.
Like most artists, we know that character comes from the careful inlay
of detail. Understanding the considerable value you have for our craft,
we have done a close study of modern trends and realized that the only
thing you could need from us is the best of our work. Each of our wares,
honor the expertise of our skilled artisans who mold their pride in metal.
What you will find is everything you haven’t found yet, and like your next
project, our best is always yet to come.
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A Well Planned Mystery

What you cannot see, will always tempt you and that’s the
beauty of our semi-cup fixtures. The shape attracts
naturally and adds a secret character that makes you want
to seek it. We have the shape for your secret, as our range
can add a layer to any surface that matches its detail by
triggering curiosity with an outlandish exterior.
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A Bridge To A Time

Picture an era and you will find that the handle shape has
been furniture’s eternal partner. From Rome to the river
Indus, the handle shape is enjoyed by craftsmen for its
design potential. The timeline behind us guides us with
conventions as our skill takes the leap bring those designs
to the modern era.
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A Doubtless Assumption

A design can be completed in many ways but never is it to
be left incomplete. No hints, no stints, nothing for others to
think of it otherwise. Design needs to be concluded with
firm answer, something like a stout and staunch Knob.
The sheer dominance of its shape and the assumptions
we’ve done with it are sure to complete your design with
a sure resolution.
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Finishes
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Bright Chrome

A mirror is honest, it can’t even try to say a lie.
The bright chrome is neutral finish that
acclimatizes a shape with its surroundings,
and reflects the beauty of design with nothing
but the truth.

Balley
Its voluptuous curves add the natural
element of attraction to your design.
Its contemporary body bends at all
the right angles, making it extravagant
in any finish that matches your idea
of a surface.
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Art is in the detail
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Oil Rubbed Bronze

A finish that casts a spell of darkness with
undertones of amber, oil rubbed bronze brings
out a subtle ash effect that compliments
antique, as well as modern designs by taking
them through a passage in time.
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Conwy
The beauty of the Conwy ensemble
lays in the flatness of the
roundness of the handles and the
semi cups. Their firm beginnings
take a loose direction that praises
the craftsman’s eccentricity.

Beaulieu
With age, maturity brings
enhancements that reflect the
boldness of craft. Beaulieu has a
firm control on an interior with its
tender curves that mask the
mannish strength of its core.
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Polished Nickel

Like most modern stories, this finish brings
out the glamour of each character. Its shine
represents our aspirations and the fact that
it’s on metal assures the strength in us to
pursue them further.
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Mulberry
A shape that is known to have
matched wood for ages, considering
the aesthetics, Mulberry hangs on a
strong bond with Mother Nature.
Its succulent curves and juicy
protrusions when laid on wood, award
you with a fruit of successful design.
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Brush Nickel

Like a solid commitment, the brushed nickel
finish exults a strong impression on anyone
who receives its sight. As power attracts, this
finish can be used to create circles of power
on your design.

Sula
Designed for a very specific mood, Sula
represents the finer things in life. With
its cocktail body that narrows down to
extend the festivities to the surface it’s
placed upon.
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Hult
Imagine a strong, solid block of metal
that stands its ground like a fortress.
Hult represents the suffering of metal
that it must have faced to appear
before you the way you perceive it.
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Pewter

Expose the consistency of design with the
honesty of pewter. The real iron effect on any
metal can create a different illusion on different
shapes. Round can look more obtuse; straight

Iron Bridge
With casts that stretched metal to
form something grand, the Iron
Bridge ensemble has a monumental
collary that spans over the room.
The handle is the stretch, suspend
the cup and place the knobs at the
post. In the right finish, they can form
a connection with your design.

can look extensive with regular dip in this finish.
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Georgian
Minimal from end to end, Georgian has
traveled from an era that bought a fresh
approach to design. The ensemble explores
all possibilities of tradition, the masculine
knob makes for the bulk, leaving the
handles to complete the expression with
delicate feminine composure.
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Aged Brass

A finish that takes metal back in time,
the Aged Brass finish is pure classic. With the
history written over it, a designer can easily use
it complete his story of a time.

Mamillia
With metal curving to the desires of
the craftsmen, Mammilla’s tempting
body is a treat to the eyes. It spreads
out and in before it slenders down to
the base with the right etiquette.
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Bordeaux
With the intent to celebrate,
Bordeaux brings in the lavishness of
an estate translated in its splendid
ringed body. Fit for a Château, this
fixture adds the aristocracy of the
French country side to your design

Sigil
The mark of royalty isn’t so common that
anybody can own it. Sigil comes with price
that requires you to do everything
accordingly, otherwise the majesty of its
shape would feel embarrassed.
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The Timeless
A design that manages to survive the test of time cannot
fail to inspire. Its relevance teaches those who start afresh
the ethics of the craft. What cannot be ignored is a
masterpiece, and here is a glance at our Timeless collection.
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Queens
Like everything Victorian, Queens’
grace has resonance that will always
remain relevant. The elegance of its
body, dressed in one our cocktail
finishes, will reside on any surface in
all its majesty.

Signature
Unlike any other, signature stands apart.
Bold and unyielding, they reign over the
surface with their augmented structure and
fractional stability. They will make the
necessary statement, in one our lighter
finishes that will grace their grandeur.
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Heritage
A shape that takes you back to the
60s, Heritage would look best in one
our darker finishes that stresses on
its bold cylindrical ridge connecting it
firm and comprehensive base.

Arcadia
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Distress
Royalty cannot be replaced and what can be
replaced cannot be royal. By bringing back
the antics of old noble England, Distress
bows to all those shenanigans. Available with
the signature rubble effect, this ensemble is
sure to make a true blue blood statement.
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Cian
Inspired by the work of architects
from ancient Greece, the Cian
ensemble is casted to bring that
might to the 21st century. The
column like coves on the handles,
knobs and pulls, give each mould a
unique character that leaves so
much to your imagination.

Conwy
The beauty of the Conwy
ensemble lays in the flatness of the
roundness of the handles and the
semi cups. Their firm beginnings
take a loose direction that praises
the craftsman’s eccentricity.
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Bordeaux
With the intent to celebrate,
Bordeaux brings in the lavishness of
an estate translated in its splendid
ringed body.Fit for a Château, this
fixture adds the aristocracy of the
French country side to your design.
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The Bohemian
The evolution of man and the drama that happened with
it bought new needs for new ideas. It falls upon an artist to
provide the world with a fresh opinion. If that’s what you
believe, then have a look at ours.
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Jupter
Place a drop on a surface and see how its
serenity echoes through the room. The
effect of the ripple is a sight that cannot
go unnoticed without carefully considering its beauty.
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Monaco
A design that sprawls over the
surface with its cylindrical symmetry
that goes down to reach the balanced
base. Monaco is a taste that further
becomes a trend you would want to
introduce to your design.

Jeffery
A fusion of grip and skill Jeffery has
evolved from an era when design was
limited to its basic use. And through
art, we’ve managed to make it look
beautiful enough to be here.
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Boffi
From the smoothness of its horizon to
the coil of its base, Boffi validates your
status like a medal. It is an ensemble
that reaches the break-even point of time
by taking classical and contemporary
aesthetics to create an image that
glorifies your creation.
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Myth
Like an illusion, this Myth takes up
space in your memory with a hypnotic
design. The concentricity of its circles
increases the density of the trance it
offers, making it a perfect escape from
the monotony of the world.

Studio
Crafted with melody, Studio is a
symphony of metal and art. With
its round body wrapped in a parallel
set of ring and crafted narrow
stem, Studio orchestrates powerful
resonance, once it’s played.
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The New Even
We live in a world where asking for too much attention is
looked down upon. Life should be functional and convenient
and that’s what modern design is for. Crafted to make living
better, our neoteric designs make a subtle impression.
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Rio
Casual and effortless, Rio carries only
what it needs to do what it does best.
Its straight forward approach bridges
two points with the details of lean
limbo dancer who finish the act without
breaking the rules.
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Hexad
A collection of dimensions, Hexad is set
that takes a hard lined edginess and further
extends it to varying proportions. The
ornamental value of the design is defined by
the unbroken lines and even surfaces that
dominate each piece. With a modern outlook,
the Hexad ensemble can add the necessary
‘bling’ or stand its ground when dressed in
one of our darker finishes.
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Tiffany
Like anything precious in our collection,
Tiffany brings an extra value to an
interior with its fine cut perfection.
It proposes to your design and marries
the surface with a promise to shine
through the test of time.
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Apple
Its voluptuous curves add the natural
element of attraction to your design.
Its contemporary body bends at all
the right angles, making it extravagant
in any finish that matches your idea
of a surface.

Bijou
It’s fascinating how simple geometry
can have such an impressionable
presence. Bijou follows all modernistic
rules and yet finds a way to break them.
Detailed and precise, once laid on a
surface, it becomes a gem of a design.
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Cliff
The tip of the iceberg always has
greater substance beneath it, while
it may not be revealed, the effect
of the depth of Cliff, stands
prominent on a surface.

Restoration
A semi-cup with the bulk of the past and
the shine of the future, Restoration
brings back the culture of modesty in
design. In a finish that matches your
time, this iconic shape can give any
surface, a genuine character.
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THE SIGNATURE RUBBLE EFFECT
Minimalistic expression often breaks the conventional patterns.
Our signature rubble effect takes you to the Bronze Age with a hand
guided mechanism used by the artisan, to apply the same amount of
pressure at multiple points. He romances with metal, with detail as he
casts this effect, he has mastered with dedication.
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THE EMBROIDERED EFFECT
It is on such work that we take pride, the Embroidered affect
casts an emotion on solid patterns. The artisan uses the visible
surface as his canvas to carve out expressions that talk.
The effect can be used on various shapes, according to your
design so you can have your story engraved in elaborate detail.
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THE HAND PEENING EFFECT
Crude and delicate in nature, Hand Peening is an effect that brings
an abundance of emotions to your design. Crafted with bare hands,
the craftsman uses a hammer he trusts to create impressions on
moulds in their semi-solid state with rare patience. As their mood
changes with each stroke, the craftsman manages to represent all
human emotions on the whole.
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Feel the Art from the Heart of Culture
Our journey from India, to North America has been an experience worth sharing, and we’re glad to open our hearts today.
A humble beginning in India means a lot of things, or let’s just says like every other, ours was a little rough. Less trust
leads to small orders, thus minimal profits which further conclude to more effort to improve quality. The struggle we
faced, taught us the value of being unique, as building a trust only requires a sincere effort. Our presence in North America
is marked by our own distribution facility and the respect our clients have for us, around the world. We supply them, a
piece of us that still lies in a little town in India, called Neemrana.
As a recipient of this catalogue, we invite you to experience our immediate environment that provides us with open
landscape and inspiring architecture, that feed us with the thoughts we need in the midst of labor. It also happens to
provides us with a rich source of talent that comes from a lineage of skilled artisans known, to have decorated the
heritage around these parts. The incidence of being right in the middle of Jaipur, a city famous for its culture and New
Delhi, the capital city of India, Neemrana provides a balance of tradition and enterprise, and everything we need to thrive!
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THE COLOR IN US
The architecture of Rajasthan is distinct because of the
amount of power it symbolizes. Those tall and big
structures that command respect from vast distances got
the royal touch from these small pieces of art. The riot of
colors and patterns, carefully laid by hand celebrate the
exuberance of the people which always filled with zest.
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Custom Design
& Manufacturing

Designs shown above are custom manufactured
by myoh, exclusively for our clients.
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From The

Blacksmith’s

Roberto Door Handle
A door is not to be left plain but with
you must add an expression.
Roberto comes with the effect of a
subtle coast that welcomes your
feet to warm sands.

Citric Hanger
Take step closer to nature with
piece of it hanging on your wall,
getting all the attention.
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myoh with

Accessories
A home isn’t complete without certain
knick knacks that make you miss the
feeling of being there, when you’re not.

Xander Door Knocker
A showpiece for your door that acts a
teaser to for the story inside, the Xander
door knocker welcomes your guests with
a familiar face from history that excites
them for their future inside.

Door Latches
The substance of the inside can be
protected by a valuable insight. Our
range of door latches takes a basic
design that holds value for your
possession and glorifies it in the
shining armor of your choice.
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Make your own

Hardware
We believe that when a brand becomes strong, its logo
becomes a statement. We at myoh, invite you to get yours
or your company’s identity labeled on metal. Just choose a
shape of the hardware that you think will suite your logo and
let its power reflect on your furniture.

Disclaimer:
Brand names, logos, trademarks used herein remain
the property of their respective owners. They are only
represneting how logos can be used on furniture
hardware and can enhance your brand value. This listing
of any firm or their logos is not intended to imply any
endrosement or direct affiliation with myoh.
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We Give Back What We Take
We understand the nature of our industry, and how much damage it
can do to the environment, with the wrong hands. To do our part,
we follow green practices to preserve our local ecosystem, which
includes a large chunk of arable land. 65% of the raw material we
use is recycled; the sand we use for casting is reused by adding new
sand in proportions, hence taking less from nature.The chemicals
used at our facility are treated in a manner that makes them fit to
be used for sewage.
At our plant we have a rain water harvesting system that
maintains ground water levels thus putting a cushion on its abuse.
Our dedication extends to this catalogue, as it is made of recycled
paper and delivering our products in eco-friendly packaging.

make your own home
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